
PureBLAST™ 3000

Environmentally Friendly - Dry Ice “BLAST” Surface Cleaning

Perfecting purity
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The PureBlast™ 3000 was developed in 

close cooperation with our customers 

who had specific needs for operating dry 

ice blasters in environments with many 

challenges. Size and simplicity combined 

with the known strength and durability of 

the PureBlast™ 4000 were the key facts.
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PureBLAST™ 3000
With an overall width of only 16 inches the machine can easily be moved in and around narrow 
spaces and especially in between production machines. This enables the operator to get closer 
to the point of cleaning and thereby being able to work with shorter length of blast hoses, which 
gives a better cleaning result.

Hopper capacity
Being narrower does not mean a smaller dry ice hopper. Like the PureBlast™ 4000 the Pure-
Blast™ 3000 holds more than 55 lbs. of dry ice, which for most applications is more than 30 
minutes of operation before refilling.  

Simplicity and robustness
Operating and moving equipment around in tight spaces also means the risk of damage to the 
machine. That is why we have designed the operation of the equipment with components located 
at the back of the machine and protected by the robust stainless steel handles.  

Price matters
Another parameter of course is price. Compared to the PureBlast™ 4000 we have designed the 
PureBlast™ 3000 without the built in toolbox or the remote control of dry ice flow and pressure on 
the gun (can be ordered as option) and it comes with the short nozzle including 3 inserts as standard.

Well known advantages
The PureBlast™ 3000 of course has all the features that are known from the PureBlast™ 4000. 
Large flat free tires, true 1 inch air flow through all parts, all FESTO components and 23 foot hose 
of your choice (lightweight PU or technical rubber).

Dimensions
Width:  16 inch 
Height: 44 inch 
Length: 31 inch 
Weight: 176 lbs.
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